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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

PINK DOG

 

CMM 101 - Fresh Heather
CMM 31 - Licorice

CMM 67 - Snowflake
CMM 76 - Lemon Mist

CMM 16 - Chiffon  
CMM 86 - Pretty In Pink 

 
 
 
 

 
CCX570 Small Standing Dog

 Detail Brush
Small Brush

Medium Brush
Sponge
Marker

 

COLORS



 Use marker to lightly sketch out lines on the dog for where
you will use different colors. We did a circle around the eye,
an oval on the chest, the tip of the tail, and the bottom half
of the legs. 
 Fill in the following areas with 2 coats of Snowflake: the
chest, and the tip of the tail. 
 Fill in the following areas with 3 coats of Pretty In Pink: the
top of the ears, the nose, the tongue, and the bottom half of
the legs. 
 Paint the remainder of the body of the dog with 3 coats of
Chiffon.
 Use a detail brush to fill in the eyes with 3 coats of Fresh
Heather. 
To help the color fade between the colors on the legs, paint
more Chiffon to the top of the leg and then lightly tap on
Pretty In Pink where the colors meet with a sponge to blend. 
 Use a detail brush to outline the eyes and add the pupil with
Licorice
Finally, dip the handle of the detail brush into Snowflake and
tap a highlight on each eye. 
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

When using a detail brush, the harder you press on the brush the heavier the
lines will be. 
3 coats of paint will give you a solid color. 
The colors will blend best with a sponge when both colors are wet. 
After you dip the sponge into the paint, tap off the excess on a paper towel.


